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Introduction

FuturesCash has committed to develop an easy-to-use wallet application that 
enables anyone to earn, store, send and exchange crypto assets at their best 
convenience. Users across the globe can manage their cryptocurrency 
anywhere at anytime via FuturesCash. 

In recent years, decentralized finance (DeFi) has emerged as an exciting 
innovation in Fin-tech, however, the complexity of the blockchain technology 
and its learning process result in limited entry for ordinary users. Therefore, 
FuturesCash assimilates banking services by simplifying the process and 
minimizing the risk; users will be able to benefit from the world of DeFi while 
enjoy the reliable bank-like services. 



FuturesCash Background

Futures Foundation was founded in July, 2020 and has developed time and 
social mining mechanism based on Stellar Consensus Protocol. The 
foundation then launched the mobile mining application in October, 2020. 
The project is supported by more than 500,000 users in over 100 countries, 
especially in East Asia market.

In June, 2021, Futures Foundation set up Futures Lab in Hong Kong, managing 
and investing blockchain R&D and world-wide talents. Our team has proven 
experience of building, deploying and updating cryptocurrency related 
services, the born of FuturesCash is to let more and more people understand 
and use cryptocurrency.



The Meaning Behind
FuturesCash Brand

FuturesCash’s logo is modern with key elements that convey the orientation 
for growth, while representing our dynamic future.

The main shape of the logo is consistent with two Fs, the initials of 
FuturesCash. Symbolically, The image of interacting hands stands for the 
reliability of our service; the flaming shape denotes the thriving of DeFi; The 
chain represents blockchain and the rhombus represents Ethereum. 

The color-tones are orange and yellow, orange represents passion and 
commitment, yellow represents honor and wealth.
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Service

Thriving 
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Platform Highlights

FuturesCash aims to create an ideal environment for users to mange and invest their 
digital assets. FuturesCash guarantees the safety of each transaction and provides the 
best service for each user.

Security System
Security is our top priority. FuturesCash designs multi-signature 
and layered architecture to make sure each transaction is secure. 
Additionally, we will conduct regular external audit. 

User Friendly
No major effect on lost private keys and higher backup possibility. 
Using FuturesCash is as simple as using banking app.

Strict Standard for Filtering Assets
FuturesCash combines the characteristics of digital assets with the 
experience of top platforms and regulatory agencies to form 
standards to select digital assets.

Community-Based
FuturesCash is an autonomous community-based platform, 
FuturesCash will reward 40% of its issued FCTs through the “Using 
is Mining” model. All FCT holders will participate in community 
governance.  

Wallet that Makes Money
FuturesCash will actively promote marketing events such as 
airdrop, private sale, mobile mining etc. to achieve a win-win 
situation.



FuturesCash Token

FCT

FTC (FuturesCash Token) is issued by FuturesCash, The total number of FCT is set at 1 
billion. FCT adopts a "Using is Mining" model to reward FuturesCash users. FCT holders 
have certain rights in governing the FuturesCash community: revenue distribution, 
decision-making and supervision. 

Futures Foundation,
250 Million

Using is Mining,
400 Million

Team and Development,
200 Million

Private Sale, 
50 Million

Airdrop,
100 Million



The total number of issued FCTs is set at 1 billion and will never increase. FCT is planned to 
list on exchange platform in Q4, 2021. FuturesCash upholds “Users are holders”, utilizes 
"Using is Mining". FCTs under team and development and Futures Foundation will be 
released in tandem with the FCTs released via Using is Mining with a scale of 1:1. 

Using is Mining
FuturesCash will distribute 40% of total FCT tokens (1 billion) among all users in terms of 
rewards for using FuturesCash. Rules and details will be announced.

Futures Foundation
All the FCTs in Futures Foundation is locked, the release of FCTs will be in tandem with 
Using is Mining in a scale of 1:1. The FCTs will be used for strategic investment and 
partnership purposes. 

Airdrop
Users can attend airdrop events by participating in mobile mining activity. We will collect 
the data, calculate the total yield for each active user and give away FCTs accordingly. 
Details and rules will be announced

Private Sale
No lock-up limitation. Details will be announced. 

Issuance of FCT

For more information, please visit: https://futures.cash
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